1st SPSC International Patient Safety Conference

Safer Healthcare for All

National Patient Safety Award
Under the Patronage
Dr. Tawfig Al Rabiah
Minister of Health
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

FOR THE FIRST TIME
- A MEDICAL CONFERENCE HAS A DEDICATED PUBLIC TRACK
- PATIENT EMPOWERMENT, DEDICATED TRACK
- HIGH RELIABLE ORGANIZATIONS SAFETY INSIGHTS INTO HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
- SAFETY EXPERTS FROM OTHER INDUSTRIES TO PERFORM RCA FOR SENTINEL EVENTS

TARGET AUDIENCE
- ALL HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
- POLICymakers, Researchers
- PATIENTS AND PUBLIC

1st DEC. 2018 WORKSHOPS
2nd - 3rd DEC. 2018 CONFERENCE

VENUE
CROWNE PLAZA

For inquiries:
Ms. Hala Annanallah,
928039397, Ext. 3654/3956,
email: hamanallah@spsc.gov.sa

https://kregistration.com/OnlineRegistration/F6PS/